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Nikon Coolpix P7100 reviews have emerged as surprise because the features of the camera are
speaking well. This camera has Professional point camera with basic control options which are
manually controlled. The camera offers high image quality, superior performance and speed at
standard price.

Nikon P7100 Camera has 7.1x wide angle Zoom-NIKKOR ED glass lens. The camera also offers
stereo sound for HD movie recording. It has 3â€• inch Vari-Angle monitor having Ultra high-resolution
with the image processing Nikonâ€™s EXPEED C2 engine technology. The camera even offers precise
image and quick adjustment which has the NRW (RAW) format file completely enhanced. Each shot
is desired just the way you want with user defined settings of focal length.

The technical specifications of Nikon Coolpix P7100 include 6.0-42.6mm of Lens Focal Length with
10.1 Megapixel 1/1.7 inch CCD Sensor. The Lens construction is superb with 11 elements in 9
groups along with f/2.8-5.6 lens f/- number. The camera even has VR Vibration Reduction with Lens-
shift with Optical Viewfinder. The camera has SD/SDHC/SDXC Memory Card Support + 94MB
camera memory. The Nikon Coolpix even has the Auto (auto gain ISO 100-800) ISO Sensitivity
along with fixed range of auto (ISO 100-200, 100-400) with High 12800 sensitivity. The exposure
metering is done with the 256-segment matrix, spot AF area, center-weighted along with 99 focus
areas support.

The camera has Programmed auto flexible program exposure with compensation of (-3.0 to +3.0 EV
in steps of 1/3 EV and Shutter-Priority having the electronic shutter which is mechanically charged.
The shutter speed is maximum of 1/4000 â€“ 8s (A mode) with 4 sec timings for the Fireworks show.
The cameras have continuous Shooting Speed of 90 shots of 1.2 frames per second with the built-in
Flash and electronically controlled aperture with 6-blade iris diaphragm. The Nikon Coolpix has Li-
ion Battery EN-EL14 along with the Audio/video (A/V) output, HDMI, DIgital I/O and USB. There is
battery life for capturing approx 350 shots. The weight of the cameras is not light having 395 gm.

This new Nikon Coolpix P7100 is great stellar camera having an enthusiast camera having high
image quality, operability and superior mobility having quick response for performance which has
the music challenges even during the shooting situations. This camera allows the user t go that
extra mile for capturing the matrix high creative freedom but delivers amazing picture quality results.

Nikon digital cameras price in India is Rs. 30,000/- INR approx having stunning HD quality.
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